Dimension reduction for high-order tensors is a challenging problem. In conventional approaches, dimension reduction for higher order tensors is implemented via Tucker decomposition to obtain lower dimensional tensors. This paper introduces a probabilistic vectorial dimension reduction model for tensorial data. The model represents a tensor by using a linear combination of the same order basis tensors, thus it offers a learning approach to directly reduce a tensor to a vector. Under this expression, the projection base of the model is based on the tensor CandeComp/PARAFAC (CP) decomposition and the number of free parameters in the model only grows linearly with the number of modes rather than exponentially.
I. INTRODUCTION
H IGH-DIMENSIONAL and multiple-array data are widely acquired in modern computer vision research [14] , [19] , [33] . The high-and multidimensional data normally lie close to a manifold of much lower dimension [36] , [47] . It has been a challenging problem to find low-dimensional embedding for high-dimensional observed data in machine learning research, although great progress has been made for dimension reduction in the last couple of decades [2] , [11] , [12] , [18] , [24] , [38] .
Principal component analysis (PCA) [1] , [13] , [21] is one of the most popular dimension reduction methods widely used in image analysis [10] , [16] , pattern recognition [3] , [9] , [25] , and machine learning [20] for data analysis. As a well-known dimension reduction method for vectorial data, the PCA represents vectorial data by using a linear combination of the basis vectors (principal directions), which have the same dimensionality as vectorial data. Due to the mutual orthogonality of basis vectors, the weight coefficient can be taken as the dimensionreduced representation of vectorial data. However, contemporary data emerging from science and technology are in new types with more structures. For example, an image or video should be regarded as 2-D or 3-D data in order to preserve pixel spatial information. While conducting dimension reduction for images or videos by the classical PCA, a typical work around is to vectorize data. Vectorizing 2-D or 3-D data not only results in very high-dimensional data, causing the curse of dimensionality [39] , but also ignores the important spatial relationship between features within images or videos. Instead of using vectorization, some 2-D or tensor dimension reduction methods have been introduced; for example, several 2DPCA algorithms for 2-D data have been proposed [14] , [15] , [46] .
All these methods reduce the data dimension in the row or column direction and the dimension-reduced representation of 2-D data is still in 2-D. For high-order tensors, typical ways of dimension reduction are CP and Tucker decomposition [17] , [22] . CP decomposition can be interpreted as a sum of R rank-one tensors (R represents CP rank) [49] . Tucker decomposition can be seen as an N-order singular value decomposition (SVD) [37] . These algorithms reduce the dimension from each tensor mode. When applying CP and Tucker on a tensor, which is stacked from N samples, the loading matrix of the last mode can be taken as extracted features of these samples with reduced dimensions. Thus, for CP decomposition, the feature number is equal to CP rank, which is a strong restriction. Tucker decomposition produces a dimension-reduced representation, which is still a tensor with the same order as the original data.
The majority of aforementioned models are in the algebraic paradigm. Algebraic models do not always have the flexibility to provide confidence information of the model when dealing with noisy data. To combat this drawback in the case of vectorial data, Tipping and Bishop [35] proposed a probabilistic PCA model, called PPCA. Under the probabilistic learning framework, the model parameters in PPCA can be easily solved by the EM approach. Being concerned with a probabilistic PCA model for Laplace noise, Gao [7] introduced a robust probabilistic PCA model-based L1-norm, called L1-PPCA.
Ju et al. [15] proposed a dimension reduction algorithm via L1 norm-based 2-D probabilistic PCA. The authors expressed the Laplacian distribution as a superposition of an infinite number of Gaussian densities, with precision controlled by another latent variable β, which can be seen as an indicator for outliers.
Inspired by probabilistic latent factor models [27] , [32] , some tensor Bayesian factorizations have been proposed [5] , [8] , [31] , [42] . Xiong et al. [40] applied a full Bayesian treatment to derive an almost parameter-free probabilistic tensor factorization algorithm, called Bayesian probabilistic tensor factorization. Zhao et al. [48] formulated the CP decomposition using a hierarchical probabilistic model and employed a fully Bayesian treatment by incorporating a sparsity-inducing prior over multiple latent factors and appropriate hyperpriors over all the hyperparameters, resulting in automatic rank determination. Then, they presented a class of probabilistic generative Tucker models for tensor decomposition and completion with structural sparsity over multilinear latent space in [48] .
While applying CP-based approaches in feature extraction, the number of features is implicitly determined by the CP rank, i.e., the number of rank-one tensorial bases. This is a strong restriction. If the rank is too small, the representation power of the CP decomposition is limited; if the rank is too large, the model will overfit training data. Tucker-based approaches are usually used in clustering [34] . In addition, the resulting dimension-reduced representation is still tensors with the same order as the original data, while it is not easy to use tensor features for image analysis.
To address these issues, in this paper, we propose a new tensor dimension reduction model based on Bayesian theory. This model represents a tensor as a linear combination of some tensor bases in the same order with the coefficient vector being taken as the dimension-reduced representation. It is more similar to generalizing the vectorial PCA to the tensorial case, where the noise model has been considered as the structured matrix-variate Gaussian. But reducing dimension to the vectorial type has one problem: the number of parameters to be estimated in the tensor bases will increase significantly. A similar phenomenon has been observed in neural network research. For example, Novikov et al. [30] constrained the parameters in the neural network with a tensor train form.
Nguyen et al. [29] introduced Tensor-variate-Restricted Boltzmann Machine (TvRBM), which generalizes RBM to capture the multiplicative interaction between data modes and the latent variables. To avoid the number of free parameters in the mapping from growing too fast, the authors employed (N + 1)-way factorization to construct the multiplicative interactions between visible modes and hidden units. Thus, TvRBMs are highly compact in the sense that the number of free parameters grows only linearly with the number of modes. Motivated by these ideas, we constrain the basis tensor with CP structure in our model and then learn a set of rank-one bases for a group of tensor data.
The most significant contribution of this paper is that we construct a learning approach transforming raw tensorial data to vectorial features. In order to constrain the number of free parameters in the learning process, we assume that the basis tensors have CP structures, thus the number of free parameters to be estimated grows linearly rather than exponentially with the number of tensor modes.
In addition, the number of features in this learning model is determined by the dimension of the coefficient vectors, while the flexibility of subspace basis is determined by the CP rank. This implies that, for a given dimension of features, the model offers flexibility of learning better tensor bases by varying the CP rank. In other words, the model simultaneously conducts two stages: learning the best bases for the given data and extracting the best features. Therefore, the proposed model provides a flexible feature extraction framework compared with CP decomposition. A criterion to set the feature number and the CP rank is given in our experiments and the performance of the proposed model is assessed through several classification and clustering experiments on real-world databases.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces basic algebraic notations and the concepts of tensorial decomposition. In Section III, we introduce the second-order tensor Bayesian vectorial dimension reduction (TBV-DR) model and give the derivation of the variational approximation algorithm for solving the proposed model. In Section IV, we extend the second-order TBV-DR model to high-order cases. In Section V, experimental results are presented to evaluate the performance of the proposed model. Finally, conclusions and future works are summarized in Section VI.
II. PRELIMINARIES
A tensor is a multidimensional array [17] . More formally, an N-order tensor is an element of the tensor product of N vector spaces, each of which has its own coordinate system. It is higher order generalization of scalar (zeroth-order tensor), vector (first-order tensor), and matrix (second-order tensor). In this paper, lowercase italic letters (a, b, · · · ) denote scalars, boldface lowercase letters (a, b, · · · ) denote vectors, boldface uppercase letters (A, B, · · · ) denote matrices, and boldface Euler script letters (A, B, · · · ) denote tensors. Generally an N-order tensor is given by
The inner product of two N-order tensors A, B ∈ R D 1 ×D 2 ×···×D N is the sum of the products of their corresponding entries, that is
The CP decomposition of an N-order tensor means that it can be factorized into a sum of rank-one component tensors
λ r a (1) r • a (2) r • · · · • a (N) r = λ; A (1) , A (2) , . . . ,
where • means the outer product of vectors. R is a given positive integer, λ ∈ R R and A (n) = [a (n) 1 , a (n) 2 , . . . , a (n) R ] ∈ R D n ×R for n = 1, 2, . . . , N are factor matrices. Each component on the right hand side of (1) is a rank-one tensor in the same order as A. Elementwise, (1) is written as
λ r a (1) d 1 r a (2) d 2 r · · · a (N) d n r for 1 ≤ d n ≤ D n . In this case, the mode-n matricized version is given by
Diag" operator generates the diagonal matrix from the vector λ, and is Khatri-Rao product, which presents matching columnwise Kronecker product [17] .
Without loss of generality, we can assume that = I to be the identity matrix by absorbing all the elements of λ into those A (n) . Particularly, given a third-order tensor X ∈ R D 1 ×D 2 ×D 3 , we can write it as
The three-way model can also be written as, in terms of the frontal slices of X
According to the tensor theory, the CP decomposition of a tensor X is not uniquely identifiable due to the elementary indeterminacy of scaling and permutation. The permutation indeterminacy refers to the fact that the rank-one component tensors can be ordered arbitrarily, that is
for any R × R permutation matrix . The scaling indeterminacy refers to the fact that we can scale the individual vectors, that is
as long as α r β r γ r = 1 for r = 1, . . . , R.
III. SECOND-ORDER TENSOR BAYESIAN VECTORIAL DIMENSION REDUCTION MODEL
The goal of this paper is to consider a TBV-DR model. In order to explain our model clearly, we first introduce the second-order tensor (matrix) dimension reduction model, then extend the model to the high-order cases.
A. Proposed Model
which contains M independently and identically distributed samples in R D 1 ×D 2 . These samples can form a third-order tensor Y ∈ R D 1 ×D 2 ×M with every frontal slice of Y being a sample Y i . The proposed model assumes that each Y i can be additively decomposed as a linear latent variable model and noise, that is
where W ∈ R D 1 ×D 2 ×K , × 3 denotes the product of a tensor and a vector [17] , h = {h i } M i=1 with h i ∈ R K , and K represents the reduced dimension. In other words, the model (2) can also be presented as
k represents the kth element of h i and W k is the kth frontal slice of tensor W. In this case, we have rewritten each sample Y i as a linear combination of projection bases W k (k = 1, . . . , K ). The projection base W k has the same size as the sample Y i . Thus, we can obtain the vectorial dimension reduction for 2-D data.
We assume that the noise E i satisfies a matrix-variate Gaussian distribution N (0, σ I, σ I) [41] . This means that each component e
To develop a generative Bayesian model, we further impose a prior on the latent variable
For simplicity, we impose a Gamma prior on ρ = 1 σ 2 instead of directly on σ . The prior is given by
This method introduces a hierarchical Bayesian model for which a variational algorithm can be exploited to learn the model hidden variables h and ρ and the free parameter W. For the given observation Y, maximizing the likelihood p(Y|W) as a function of W is equivalent to maximizing the log likelihood
where the joint distribution, according to the hierarchical structure, is given by
B. Variational EM Algorithm
For the third-order tensor Y formed from all the given
. . , M} along the third mode, the learning task is to learn the model parameter W such that the log likelihood function is maximized. Using any distribution Q(h, ρ), called variational distribution over the hidden variables, we can obtain a lower bound on L(W)
The above-mentioned inequality is based on Jensen's inequality, referring to [1] for more details. The second equation is based on the assumption that Q(h, ρ) is separable, e.g.,
A complete derivation is given in the Supplementary Material.
1) Variational E-step: In E-step, we update Q-distributions of all the hidden variables with the current fixed parameter values for W.
(1) Updating the posterior of h i :
Given Y i , we can verify that the best approximated Q-distribution of h i is the normal distribution N (u i , ) with appropriate mean u i and covariance . To see this, first note that, in (3), the last expectation term is a constant with respect to h i , hence we are only concerned with the computation of the first two expectations. It is obvious that the lower bound attains its maximum at the normal distribution with variational parameters u i and being given, respectively, as follows:
and
. . , K , and ρ is the mean of ρ with respect to the approximate posterior Q(ρ).
(2) Updating the approximated posterior of ρ:
Under the framework of variational inference, the best distribution Q * (ρ) can be calculated as
It demonstrates that the log of the optimal solution for the latent variable ρ is obtained by simply considering the log of the joint distribution over all hidden and visible variables and then taking the expectation with respect to all the other latent variables. From the above-mentioned equation, we can get
Hence the best Q * (ρ) is still a Gamma distribution (ρ|a, b) but with the updated parameters
2) Variational M-Step: In M-step, with the variational distributions fixed at Q's, we need to update the parameter W to maximize F (Q, W). A major problem with the projection tensor in (2) is the excessively large number of free parameters. If W is an (N + 1)-order projection tensor with K n D n elements, it quickly reaches billions when the mode dimensionalities K , D 1:N , and N are moderate. This makes parameter learning of the base tensor extremely difficult, so we can employ (N + 1)-order factoring [29] to construct the multiplicative interactions in tensor W. With R factors, we restrict ourselves to the tensorial parameterization of W in the CP decomposition as follows: (1) , W (2) ,
where λ is the scaling vector, the factor matrix W (n) ∈ R D n ×R (n = 1, 2) and W (h) ∈ R K ×R . For simplicity, we fix λ = 1, so we obtain
kr .
means the elementwise product. The details are shown in the Supplementary Material.
To solve for such parameterized W, we gather all the terms related to W in (3) and get
As we know, for any matrices A, B, and C, we have
Thus, maximizing the lower bound F with respect to factor loadings W (1) , W (2) and W (h) , we can obtain
and (1) ) (W (2)T W (2) )] −1 (11) where the "diag" operator on the matrix generates a vector by using diagonal elements of the matrix.
3) Overall Algorithm: In variational E-step, we update Q-distributions of all the hidden variables with the current fixed parameter value W. In variational M-step, we fix all the distributions over the hidden variables and update the parameter W (1) , W (2) , and W (h) . The two steps are alternately continued until a termination condition is satisfied.
We define the reconstruction errors between the original image set and the restructured image set as
where U t is made up of all u i in tth step. To terminate the iteration, up to a given maximum iterative number T , we set stopping condition to satisfy |e(t) − e(t + 1)| < , where is a given value. The above-mentioned variational EM algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Second-Order TBV-DR Algorithm
Initialize: Training set {Y i , i = 1, . . . , M}; Initialize factor matrices W (1) , W (2) and W (h) , Gamma parameters a, b and . 1: for t = 1 to T do 2: Variational E-step: 3: Maximize the lower bound F with respect to Q(h):
Iterate the variational parameters u i and in Q(h i ) based on (4) and (5) for all i = 1, . . . , M. 4: Maximize the lower bound F with respect to ρ: Iterate the variational parameters a and b based on (6) 5: Variational M-step: 6: Maximize the lower bound F with respect to W (1) , W (2) and W (h) : update W (1) based on (9), W (2) based on (10) and W (h) based on (11). 7: Calculate e(t). 8: if |e(t) − e(t + 1)| < , break; end 9: end for
IV. HIGH-ORDER TENSOR BAYESIAN VECTORIAL DIMENSION REDUCTION MODEL
In this section, we extend the second-order TBV-DR algorithm to the case of high-order tensors.
A. High-Order TBV-DR Model
For a given set of N-order tensor samples {Y i |Y i ∈ R D 1 ×D 2 ×···×D N , i = 1 · · · , M}, stack them into an (N + 1)order tensor Y ∈ R D 1 ×D 2 ×···×D N ×M . Then, the model in (2) becomes
where h i ∈ R K and W ∈ R D 1 ×D 2 ×···×D N ×K is an (N + 1)order tensor. Let W k (k = 1, . . . , K ) be the N-order tensor, representing W(:, . . . , :, k). Denote the R factors CP decomposition of W as follows: (1) , W (2) , . . . , W (N) ,
Variational EM algorithm is implemented to solve this model. In E-step, we can get u i and as
where (1) ).
The best Q(ρ) is still a Gamma distribution (ρ|a, b) with the updated parameters
where
In M-step, to solve for such parameterized W, we gather all the terms related to W in (3) and get
where Y i (n) represents the mode-n matricized version of Y i . We maximize the lower bound F with respect to factor loadings W (n) (n = 1, . . . , N) and W (h) to obtain (16) and
The proposed TBV-DR algorithm has time complexity O(RM N n=1 D n + R 3 + K 3 ), which is proven in the Supplementary Material. Here, t is the actual number of EM iterations, D n (n = 1, . . . , N) is the size of the tensor sample, and M is the number of all samples. The high-order TBV-DR algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 2. 
B. Reduced-Dimensionality Representation for a New Sample
In order to obtain the reduced-dimensionality representation for a given sample, we should solve for the latent variable h new . From the probabilistic perspective, the posterior mean u new := h new |Y new can be seen as the reduced-dimensionality representation, which can be calculated by (13) .
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In this section, we conduct some experiments on several publicly available databases to assess the TBV-DR algorithm. These experiments are designed to illustrate how to select the parameters R and K and demonstrate the performance in recognition and clustering by comparing with several existing models and algorithms. The algorithm is coded in MATLAB R2014a and conducted on a PC with a CPU (2.90 GHz) and 8-G RAM.
In the experiments, we set the initial parameters a = 1 and b = 1, and the factor matrices of all W (n) (n = 1, . . . , N) and W (h) are given randomly. The stopping condition is = 1e −4 and T = 200. We will point out when these parameters are set to different values.
A. Experiment 1: Setting R and K
This experiment aims to illustrate how to select R and K . We compare the reconstruction and recognition rates by varying R and K .
The relevant database is the Extended Yale face (http://vision.ucsd.edu/content/yale-face-database). This database consists of 2414 frontal-face images of 38 individuals. Each individual has 59-64 images. Some sample images are shown in Fig. 1 . In this experiment, all the images are cropped and normalized to a resolution of 32 × 32 pixels. We use images from all individuals for training and testing. Forty images of each individual are randomly chosen as the training samples, while the remaining images are used for testing. Once features have been extracted by our proposed algorithm, we use the nearest neighbor classifier (1-NN) for classification. Each experiment is run ten times with different random choices. In this experiment, we recorded the average recognition rates and variances on the testing sample set, the reconstruction errors e in (12) on the training sample set, and the time consumption in Table I . In Table I , we list these results with four different R values (10, 50, 100, and 200). After fixing R, we test the above-mentioned algorithm by varying the value of K . From Table I , we can observe the following.
1) The recognition rates are significantly improved and the variances are reduced obviously with increasing R. It also illustrates that the proposed algorithm is more stable. We note that the value of R should not be too small. 2) When R is fixed, the recognition rate tends to increase with K increasing. However, if K is too small, the recognition results will be compromised. When K is much bigger than R, the recognition rates may reduce. We believe this is due to the overfitting. 3) When fixing K , the recognition rates tends to increase with the increase of R. For example, the recognition rate grows from 0.7003 to 0.8300 for R = 10 and K = 40 to R = 50 and K = 40. When R is much bigger than K , the recognition rates may decline. For example, the recognition rate declines from 0.8461 to 0.8300 for R = 50 and K = 70 to R = 100 and K = 70. From the above-mentioned analysis, we can develop two principles for setting R and K . First, R should not be too small. Second, the gap between K and R should not be too large. For convenience, we can set K = R in investigating recognition rate, time taken, and overfitting in other experiments.
B. Experiment 2: Face Recognition
All of the face recognition experiments are conducted on three publicly available databases: 1) the Extended Yale face database, which is the same as that introduced in Section V-A; 2) the AR face database http://rvl1. FERET database includes 1400 images of 200 different subjects, with seven images per subject. All images are grayscale and scaled to a resolution of 32 × 32 pixels. Some sample images are shown in Fig. 3 .
In this experiment, we compare the TBV-DR algorithm against the standard PCA, mixture of PPCA (mixPPCA) [35] , Generalized low-rank approximations of matrices (GLRAM) [43] , CP decomposition, Bayesian CP [49] , and Tucker-2 decomposition [17] . As the Tucker-2 model with Higher order Orthogonal Iteration algorithm [17] is equivalent to GLRAM [45] , we only compare our model with GLRAM. In the CP-based algorithms of all (N + 1)order tensor samples Y ∈ R D 1 ×···×D N ×M , the final mode factor matrix W ∈ R M×R can be used as the latent CP features, while other mode matrices can be considered as the basis of latent subspace. The number of features is determined by R, which is also the factor number in CP decomposition. The code of the Bayesian CP decomposition can be downloaded from http://www.bsp.brain.riken. jp/^qibin/homepage/Software.html.
Thus, we can extract features for each sample in the training set by each of the algorithms and then use the nearest neighbor classifier (1-NN) for classification. All experiments are run ten times, and the average recognition rates and variance are recorded. 
1) Extended Yale Face Database:
In the experiment on Extended Yale database, we design three tests to compare recognition rates of the aforementioned algorithms. In these tests, we randomly select 20, 30, and 40 images of each individual as the training samples. The remaining images are used for testing. We record the recognition rates with the feature number K being 50, 70, 100, 200, and 300 in every test. The average recognition rates and variances from ten runs are listed in Table II . As GLRAM is a 2DPCA algorithm, we list its recognition rates as well as the reduced dimensionality (r, c) in Table II .
From Table II , we can see that the TBV-DR algorithm achieves the highest recognition rates with smaller variances. The highest recognition rates of PCA on 20, 30, and 40 training samples are 0.5617, 0.6374, and 0.7047, respectively. In GLRAM algorithm, we get the highest recognition rates of 0.5617, 0.6421, and 0.7013, respectively. This indicates that our model can outperform PCA and GLRAM (or Tucker-2) in terms of recognition. In Bayesian CP decomposition, we apply SVD to the data and initialize factor matrices. Thus the recognition rates of ten times do not vary. In addition, comparing with CP and mixPPCA, we also get the best classification performance for our algorithm. In the CP algorithm, both the subspace basis and feature number are determined by R. Increasing R will result in overfitting, such as K = 300. However, in our model, the number of features is determined by K , while the flexibility of subspace basis is determined by R. This implies that we can obtain very different bases even if the number of features is fixed. For example, the recognition rates improve from 0.8371 (R = 50) to 0.8452 (R = 100) when K = 50. Therefore, the proposed TBV-DR model can provide a flexible and effective feature extraction framework.
2) AR Face Database: In this experiment, we randomly select 30 (15 men and 15 women), 50 (25 men and 25 women), and 70 individuals (50 men and 20 women), respectively, to test and only use the nonoccluded 14 images (i.e., the first seven face images of each row in Fig. 2 ). The first seven images of each individual are used for training and the last seven images for testing. The average recognition rates and variances across ten rounds of experiments are shown in Table III. In the mixPPCA algorithm, the recognition rates drop rapidly when the feature number exceeds 50, so we reduce the feature number to less than 50 and record the recognition rates. The numbers in brackets represent the corresponding feature number, i.e., the number of reduced dimensionality. From Table III , we can see that the performance of the mixPPCA algorithm is greatly affected by the feature number. For 30 individuals as an example, the recognition rate drops from 0.8286 to 0.7043 when we increase the reduced dimensionality from 30 to 40. Compared with all the other algorithms, the proposed TBV-DR algorithm can achieve the overall best recognition performance.
3) FERET Face Database: FERET database contains 200 individuals with seven images per individual. In this experiment, we randomly select 30, 50, and 100 individuals to test the recognition rates. Five images of each individual who is selected by us are used for training and two remaining images are used for testing. The average recognition rates are shown in Table IV.  TABLE III   RECOGNITION RATES OF STANDARD PCA, mixPPCA, GLRAM, CP, AND TBV-DR TRAINING ON AR DATABASE   TABLE IV  RECOGNITION RATES OF As illustrated previously, we list the classification results of GLRAM and mixPPCA as well as their feature numbers. From IV, we can see the consistent results with the experimental results on the AR database.
From Tables II-IV, we can observe that TBV-DR can get much better recognition results with both fewer training samples or more categories. Thus, we can directly use the TBV-DR algorithm to extract features of 2-D data and get effective representation.
To illustrate the proposed algorithm complexity, we report the time taken of all the above-mentioned algorithms in Table V . "Yale (20) " represents that we randomly selected 20 images of each individual as the training samples as in Table II . "AR (30)" and "FERET (30)" correspond to Tables III and IV, respectively. The time taken for mixPPCA has reduced significantly from "Yale (20) " to "AR (30)" and "FERET (30)," because of the different feature numbers. PCA and GLRAM take the least time. Although our algorithm takes the most time, in order to get higher recognition rate, it is also acceptable with moderate K .
C. Experiment 3: Clustering
In this experiment, we conduct clustering third-order tensor data on the following publicly available database: V   TIME TAKEN FOR STANDARD PCA, mixPPCA, GLRAM, CP, AND  TBV-DR TRAINING Ballet Action Database [6] https://www.cs.sfu.ca/ research/groups/VML/semilatent/. Ballet Action Database contains 44 video clips, collected from an instructional ballet DVD. The database consists of eight complex action patterns performed by three subjects. These eight actions include: "left-to-right hand opening," "right-to-left hand opening," "standing hand opening," "leg swinging," "jumping," "turning," "hopping," and "standing still." Clustering this database is challenging due to the significant intraclass variations in terms of speed, spatial and temporal scale, clothing, and movement. The frame images are normalized and centered in a fixed size of 30 × 30. Some frame samples from Ballet database are shown in Fig. 4 .
In this experiment, we split each clip into subgroups of 12 images and each subgroup is treated as an image set. As a result, we construct a total of 713 image sets, which are labeled with eight clusters. This database, which does not contain complex background or illumination changes, can be regarded as clean human action data in ideal conditions.
In this experiment, the TBV-DR algorithm is compared against PCA, CP, Bayesian CP, Tucker decomposition algorithm, and two other popular cluster algorithms: low-rank representation (LRR) [23] and sparse subspace clustering (SSC) [4] . In Tucker decomposition, we need to find subspace V 1 4 , and core tensor C ∈ R i 1 ×i 2 ×i 3 ×i 4 . Thus, the optimal V 4 can be regarded as the low-dimensional embedding for data Y and cluster feature [34] . The PCA, CP, Bayesian CP, Tucker, and TBV-DR are algorithms based on dimension reduction. For these algorithms, after extracting features, the k-means can be used for clustering. LRR and SSC are two clustering methods built on the subspace clustering framework. We mainly use them as references for performance assessment.
To quantitatively evaluate the clustering results, we adopt two evaluation metrics, the accuracy (AC) and the normalized mutual information (NMI) metrics. More details about AC and NMI are in [44] . We run each algorithm ten times for each data set and record the average and variance of AC and NMI.
Table VI presents the experimental results of all the algorithms on the Ballet database. However, the results in Table VI are not very high for eight clusters. The reason is that some kinds of actions are too similar to distinguish, i.e., "left-toright hand opening" and "right-to-left hand opening." From Table VI, we can see that the proposed TBV-DR algorithm is comparable to or even better than other algorithms.
D. Experiment 4: Text Classification and Data Reconstruction
In this section, we explore how the proposed method behaves on any data besides images, audio, and videos. The related data sets are as follows: As there is too much data missing from two sensing nodes, we choose temperature, humidity, light, and voltage data at 52 sensing nodes and 2880 time nodes in this experiment. Thus, we can obtain a tensor X with the size of 52 × 2880 × 4. In PCA, we reshape X to a matrix with size of 52 × (2880 * 4) and 52 represents the number of samples. In this data set, we test the reconstruction performance of our proposed method against CP decomposition and PCA under the same level of free parameters number in projection, in terms of the following relative reconstruction error:
where X i represents the i th frontal slice of X and X i represents the reconstructions of X i (i = 1, . . . , 4) . The relative reconstruction errors are shown in Table VII . From Table VII , we can see that the performance of the PCA is the best on voltage. However, on temperature, humidity, and light, the reconstruction errors by TBV-DR method are lower than the other methods. Fig. 5 shows the reconstruction curves of the first sensor. From the first row to the fourth row, the curves are about humidity, temperature, light, and voltage, respectively. The first column shows the original data (in red) and our results (in blue). The second and the third columns show the original data and the reconstruction (in green) achieved by CP and the reconstructions (in black) achieved by PCA, respectively. It seems for the light information, three methods can Table VII and Fig. 5 , we can conclude that our proposed method can reconstruct original data better than the CP decomposition, and it is comparable to PCA.
2) IMDB Text Data Set: This data set includes a training set and testing set with 25 000 movie reviews. The movie reviews are divided into two categories: negative reviews and positive reviews. We want to test the classification results on IMDB text data set in this experiment.
In this experiment, we chose 2465 samples as the training set, consisting of 1138 negative reviews and 1327 positive reviews. In addition, we chose 2262 reviews as the testing set, including 1037 negative reviews and 1225 positive reviews. Each selected review contains 180-220 words. If the number of words in a review exceeds 180, then we delete some unemotional words, like "a, an, the" and so on. Thus, all reviews are unified to 180 words. We represent each word to a vector with 100 dimension by the word2vector algorithm [26] . Thus, each review can be presented as a matrix sample with size of 180 × 100.
The classification results are shown in Table VIII . The reduced dimension is 50 in PCA, mixPPCA, CP, and TBV-DR methods. In GLRAM, the reduced dimension is (r, c) = (8, 8). This example demonstrates that our proposed method can obtain the best classification rate. It illustrates that our proposed method can perform well on text data.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS
In this paper, we introduced a probabilistic vectorial dimension reduction model for high-order tensor data corrupted with Gaussian noises. The model represents a tensor as a linear combination of some basic tensors to achieve a new vectorial representation of tensor for the purpose of dimension reduction. Because using tensor bases leads to a significant increase in the number of parameters to be estimated, we use the CP decomposition to construct tensor bases, i.e., expressing the projection base as a sum of a finite number of rank-one tensors.
It has been demonstrated that the proposed model with many fewer free parameters to be estimated provides comparable expressive capacity against other existing models. All the key parameters in the probabilistic model can be learned by the variational EM algorithm. Several experiments were conducted to assess the performance of the new model in dimension reduction and feature extraction capability.
In this model, we suppose that W can be factorized into a sum of rank-one tensor components and the number of components R is given in advance. In fact, estimating the adequate number of components is an important yet difficult problem in multiway modeling. There are some related works, such as [28] , [40] , and [48] . Motivated by [28] , we will continue to seek an automatic model selection strategy that can infer the CP rank by introducing a full Bayesian algorithm. To achieve this, we attempt to minimize the dimensionality of latent space, which corresponds to columnwise sparsity of factor matrices. Hence, we use a sparsity-inducing prior over factor matrices by associating an individual hyperparameter with each latent dimension. It is a very novel question, which can be explored in future work.
